
BREATHING BASICS
3 SIMPLE STEPS TO START YOUR BREATH WORK REVOLUTION...

 

B R E A T H E  W I T H  G E O R G I E

BREATHE LESS AND SHUT YOUR
MOUTH! 
How many times have you heard the phrase "Take a

deep breath" as solid advice for serious freak out

moments? Usually what follows is an enormous

gulp of air followed by a forced exhalation

usually through an open mouth.

What if I told you that this way of breathing to

"calm down" is actually stressing you out more?

What if I told you that the secret to optimising your

mental and physical health, lies in subtle, effortless

breathing?

BREATHING LESS ACTUALLY ALLOWS YOU TO DO

MUCH MORE.

 Intrigued? Keep reading.

HAVE YOU TUNED
INTO THE JUST
BREATH PODCAST? 
New episodes every

Monday exploring

all things breathing

with experts across

the globe.  
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In today's modern world, we're over-worked, over-

stimulated and in a constant state of "tired but wired". As

a result, most of us are breathing a bit too much. When

we over breathe we exhale too much carbon dioxide.

Carbon dioxide is actually KEY for oxygen to release from

the red blood cells. It's not about how much air you

breathe, what's important is how much oxygen actually

makes it to the tissues, muscles and cells. When we over

breathe, LESS oxygen gets delivered. We feel tired, un-

focused, achey and un-motivated. When we reduce our

breathing MORE oxygen is delivered, we feel energised,

more awake and focused. Follow the guided audio below

and feel the effects for yourself! 

STEP ONE: SHUT YOUR MOUTH!
Breathing through your nose is the simplest, quickest and

most effective way to begin to optimise your

breathing.The nose warms and humidifies the air, filters

out pathogens and viruses, harnesses nasal nitric oxide

(which opens your airways and blood vessels - goodbye

congestion!) as well as increasing oxygen uptake in the

blood by 10-20% due to a 50% air resistance compared to

mouth breathing. Oh, and if you fancy getting the

deepest, most restful, sleep of your life, I'd highly

recommend taping your mouth at night to ensure nasal

breathing during sleep.

Whack I know, but trust me - It works.

Want more breath

work tips and worldly

ponderings? Sign up

for my weekly

newsletter by clicking

here  

STEP TWO: BREATHE LESS!

STEP THREE: BREATHE LOW!
The biggest misconception out there is that a deep breath

means a big breath - this is straight up BS. The definition

of the word deep is "extending far down from the top or

surface." There's nothing in there about gulping tons of

air! So how should we breathe when it comes to the bio-

mechanics? By finding a lateral expansion of the lower

ribs as we inhale and a natural contraction on the

exhale, we create intra abdominal pressure (IAP) which

provides postural support and

spinal stabilisation. The root cause of a lot of neck and

back pain is actually dysfunctional, shallow breathing.

When we breathe low we slow the breath, calm the mind

and oxygenate our bodies better.

Follow the guided audio below and feel the effects for

yourself! 
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STEP TWO GUIDED AUDIO 

STEP THREE GUIDED AUDIO

LADIES, LISTEN UP.....
 The breath is possibly the most important biological

function we have, without it where would we be? But

we can also use it as a tool for self regulation,

optimisation and efficiency in our daily lives. As

women our hormones can feel like our worst enemy.

We've all reached for the chocolate a few days before

d-day - the dreaded period. But it doesn't need to be

this way. Your menstrual cycle, which lasts the whole

month by the way, consists of four main phases and

can be an incredible tool to effectively plan your

month so that you can use the magical essence each

phase has to offer. Our hormones shift throughout the

month, and so should the way we approach our day if

we want to maintain balance, health and happiness.

You wouldn't wear a bikini in winter, so why would

you smash out the hardest HIIT workout you could

find in the late luteul phase of your cycle? Aka. your

autumn. Awareness truly is power. The more

awareness we have of our own patterns, rhythms and

shifts, the more we can take control of our experience

and use it to our advantage. Learn how to utilise the

oxygen advantage techniques to turn your, and your

clients, hormones into superpowers. Once you know,

you know and there's no going back. 

 

Get the female, Oxygen Advantage. 

Join my FEMALE BREATHING COURSE.  
 

Email breathewithgeorgie@gmail.com for
further info !


